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B ildi i i• u ng a repos tory  s not a one person act
• Every campus is different with different players and different 
challenges
• Hope to show you how we are managing our players and                     
automating workflows to provide support
Context at CSU
• CSU is a university with Colleges
 









• KickStart from bepress populated EngagedScholarship
• KickStart follow up added more documents 
• Director made assignments & individual librarians took             
initiatives with faculty
• ES staff added interesting projects to give variety 




















• Exploring how to capture scholarship going forward FAAR             ‐‐
Workflow
• Clear path to follow     
• Flexible for participants





Collecting and Finding Articles









• Scan re‐typset prepare files brand,  ,    ,   
documents as prepared by MSL Academic 
Endeavors (as needed)   
• Original and processed PDFs are retained
b b ll d h h• Su ject Li rarian wi   etermine w ic  version 
can be uploaded






• Peer reviewed (yes/no)   
Enter Article Metadata   
• Enter remaining metadata   
• Run Excel macro to fill in custom citation
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Challenges Moving Forward
• Meet the needs of the colleges
   
• Encourage campus units to take ownership/independence
• Attain sustainability with competing priorities
• Increase librarian participation 
• Provide appropriate support, so that librarians can focus on 
subject specific tasks and faculty
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